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application of Marxism to science:, the so-called 'new
genetics' of T. D. Lysenko, Lysenko's views on heredity
are not only novel: they are diametrically opposed to the
views of scientists in every country outside Russia. His
theories are not only astonishing; they are untenable
unless the accumulated experience of most other geneticists
is to be disregarded. The story of the * new genetics ' is
included here because Lysenko justifies his own work by
appeal to dialectical materialism, and he condemns the
work of his opponents on the grounds that theirs is
inconsistent with dialectical materialism.
The scientific study of heredity, known as genetics, has
been carried out in all civilised countries since the
rediscovery in 1900 of Mendel's experiments on peas.
After Morgan in America had established that Mendel's
laws of heredity could be fully explained by the behaviour
of visible materials in the ceils of animals and plants (the
chromosomes), the young science of genetics grew prodi-
giously ; and today there are dozens of chairs of genetics ib
universities, scores of journals devoted to genetical research,
international congresses of geneticists, and genetical
research institutes. Russia has made notable contributions
to genetics: indeed in some branches of the subject Russia
has set the pace for world research. And it is with some
bewilderment that the scientific world has heard, over the
last decade, reports of a * new genetics * in the Soviet Union,
which denies all the principles of ordinary genetics;
condemns the work of Mendel and Morgan as fascist,
bourgeois1capitalistic, and inspired by clerics; disdains
to use the experimental technique or the canons of criticism
of "other scientific workers; and talks about the * souls*
of plants and their * love marriages'1 when fertilised by
mixtures of pollen, happily referred to as * the lads '.2
This * new genetics' was founded by Lysenko, who was
born into a Ukrainian peasant family in 1898.   He was
1 Bwlogia razritia rasteni, p. 37, 1940,
* Yaroviz&sia, Vol. 1, pp, 25-64, 1935.

